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Chairman of FCC - Inquiry as to the meaning and
applicability of "special counsel fees."

The inclusion of special counsel fees in the
appropriation providing funds for necessary expenses
of the FCC is limited to payment for legal services.
Authority is not thus provided for obtaining counsel
services in a broad sense among the various professions.

The Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
seeks a precise definition of "special counsel fees" as included
in the agency's appropriation act providing funds for necessary
expenses of the FCC, Public Law 93-137, October 26, 1973, title II,
87 Stat. 491, 494. Specifically, the agency wants to know if
the term "counsel fees" may be applied to counsel services
rendered by members of all professions in a broad sense, as
opposed to members of only the legal profession. For the reasons
set forth below, we believe that it may not.
As indicated in the FCC request, the subject terms in the
context used were considered in 53 Comp. Gen. 702 (1974). That
decision held that FCC could retain independent legal services
of a retired Government attorney since specific statutory
authority had been given the agency by the subject provision.
In reaching that conclusion the decision in pertinent part reads:
"By sections 602, 603, and 604 of the
Communications Act of 1934, Public Law 416,
48 Stat. 1064, 1102, and 1103, the Radio Act
of 1927, Public Law 632, 44 Stat. 1162, was
repealed and the FCC succeeded to the responsibilities of the Federal Radio Commission (FRC)
and others. Since its creation in that year,
annual appropriation acts for the Commission have
consistently provided for payment of special
counsel fees. See, for example, the Independent
Offices Appropriation Act, 1936, Public Law 2,
49 Stat. 6, 9. We believe that the legislative
purpose in including such a provision in the
appropriation acts of the FCC and certain other
agencies is clear.
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"In A-27566, June 29, 1929, copy enclosed,
this Office addressed the issue of the FRC's authority to designate a former General Counsel of
the Commission to act as special counsel in connection with a case which had been pending prior
to his resignation. On the basis of the Radio Act
of 1927, section 3, authorizing the Commission to
appoint such special counsel as it might from 'time
to time' find necessary, as well as the appropriation
contained in the Independent Offices Act, 1929,
Public Law 400, 45 Stat. 573, 579, this Office
found that express provision had been made for
payment of such special counsel fees as were there
involved. See also 24 Comp. Gen. 216 (1944).
"Thereafter, appropriations for the FRC and
its successor commission, the FCC, expressly provided for payment of special counsel fees. See,
for example, FRC Appropriation, 1930, Public
Resolution No. 35, 46 Stat. 63, and Independent
Off4ccs Appropriation Act, 1933, Public Law 228,
47 Stat. 452, 459, and 460. In view of this ex-,
plicit history, we conclude that the language of
the FCC's current appropriation providing funds for
payment of special counsel fees is clearly addressed
to the situation at hand and find that it constitutes
authority to enter into the proposed contract with
Asher Ende Associates."

We find nothing in the applicable legislative history
pertaining to the provision for special counsel fees that would
warrant its application to obtaining services from other than a
member of the legal profession.
Accordingly, the specific question raised by the agency is
answered in the negative.
We have not attempted to determine what services of other
professions that the agency might otherwise obtain within its
authority to incur necessary expenses.
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